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Abstract: Proposing a differentiation between the utensils (with the results) of the 

"classical" archaeology and the wide affer for a better research  by a cooperation with the 

pluridisciplinary research, the author exemplifies with some outcomes from his own 

research (or in a team with different specialities), at the Dacian Sanctuaries from Dealul 

Gradiste ( "Sarmizegethusa Regia"). The results, says the author, could not be acquired by 

the archaeologists,  not only because of their utensils, but essentially because the horizon 

of research is too large, asking for analysis by many sciences and branches of kowledge in 

which, usually, the archaeologist is not trainned.  Former archaeological research 

concluded that at "Sarmizegethusa Regia" was a fortress and a "Dacian Capital",  

conclusions which are firmly refuted by the pluridisciplinary investigation. In change, is 

ignored many evidence which can confirm that at Dealul Gradiste-Muntele Godeanu was 

the legendary KOGAION mentioned by Strabo. 

Keywords: Herodotus, thracians, geto-dacians, hyperboreeans, Strabo,  Zamolxis,  

Dicineus,  Sarmizegethusa Regia, Gradiste Hill,  astronomy,  Jordanes,   "Sacred 

Zone",  observatory 
 

  Many times in books, in university manuals or in media papers the 

"Father of History"F

2
F  the old historian Herodotus is quoted with saying (in the 

V
th

 century BC), that the nation of Thracians is so numerous that it "take the 

second stand in the World after the Indians". Indeed, in full Halstatt Age, the 

Thracian many tribes, from the Myssians to Phrygians, from Kingdom of 

Odrisses to the Kingdom of Burebista, under a name or another, they have 

dominated the history of South-Eastern Europe. A distinct role in that  picture 

have played - even less quoted - the Northern wing of the Thracians: the Geto-

Dacians tribes, settled fundamentally North of the Balkan Mountains, along 

with Danube and Carpathian Mountains, from the current Slovakia to the upper 

shore of Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. 

 Sometimes they were nicknamed "Hyperboreeans"; but in the last 

centuries BC their current identity was known under ethnic name GETAE (in 

the South and East of Carpathian Mountains) and DACIANS inside the 

Carpathian Arch and in Pannonia. Today the scholars agree it was a single one 

basic nation, the Geto-Dacians, like the historian Strabo wrote in the I
st
 century BCF

3
F.  

 Even the references in manuscripts (those preserved through Middle Age 

copies) are pretty mean regarding to Geto-Dacians, some of the historians - 
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Herodotus, Flavius Josephus, Strabo, Pausanias, etc, all agree about the high 

spirituality of that people lead by almost legendary rulers like Zamolxis 

(Salmoxis) and Dicineus (Decaneus). Those rulers have learned their special 

skills in the ambiguous spiritual arch which starts with the enigmatically 

Schytian mysteries and ends with the Egyptian famous knowledge.  

 We have to underline that by "spirituality" almost all the old springs 

mean the religion.  

 Less remarked side of Geto-Dacian spirituality was another dimension: 

that of their scientific knowledge. But some references for it still exist! In a 

hand, we have enough material evidence (the Dacian sanctuaries which doesn't 

look as only sacramental devices); in the other hand, some of the old 

references invite to a special, a new kind of research. With all respect to the 

difficult work of the archaeologists, this side is almost impossible to remain 

for ever under the harshness of archaeological research; not because of scarcity 

of the material vestiges, but mostly because the archaeologists - educated to do 

just their specific job - are less trained to understand and to appreciate the 

astronomical, mathematical, geophysical, many other dimensions of the 

antique knowledge, often sent away as myths and legends!.. In addition, how 

about some cranks?! Significantly for it are the lines of Hadrian Daicoviciu, an 

well known archaeologist from the seventh decade of last century, considered 

then an absolute authority in  knowledge on Geto-Dacian society. In one of his 

books, in the chapter "The Science of Dacians in the times of Burebista and 

Decebal" - he wrote: : " If I think about the pileats of Burebista  - (the noble 

men from whom the legendary priest Decaneus selected his sacerdots) - I  

rather see them as some arrogant warriors, rough, and illiterate people, than 

as great scholars!" F

4
F  

However, speaking about Geto-Dacians - (and we take them together, as 

the same people, speaking the same language like Strabo said F

5
F and, very 

probably, by  the same faith) - there are some important excerpts in the old 

manuscripts. Besides of their special religious spirituality and their bravery in 

wars, the authors also talk about Geto-Dacians connection to the best science 

of that time, and about their spiritual leaders which learned the knowledge in 

Greek traditions and in the temples of Egypt. There is a very interesting 

excerpt from “THE HISTORIES” of Herodotus, where the famous historian of 

V
th 

century BC refers to Salmoxis (Zalmoxe), considered as the first spiritual 

leader of “Getai” (the Greek name for Getae): 
 This Salmoxis I hear from the Hellenes who dwell about the Hellespont and the 

Pontus, was a man, and he became a slave in Samos, and was in fact a slave of Pythagoras 

the son of Mnesarchos. Then having become free he gained great wealth, and afterwards 
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returned to his own land: and as the Thracians both live hardly and are rather simple-

minded, this Salmoxis, being acquainted with the Ionian way of living and with manners 

more cultivated than the Thracians were used to see, since he had associated with Hellenes 

(and not only that but with Pythagoras, not the least able philosopher of the Hellenes)..., 

(...)....but I think that this Salmoxis lived many years before Pythagoras. However, whether 

there ever lived a man Salmoxis, or whether he is simply a native deity of the Getai, let us 

bid farewell to him now.)
 

F

6 

  Alike in fame historian Strabo, after four centuries, wrote:  
"...For it is said that one of the nation of the HGetæ H, named Zamolxis,- had served HPythagoras H, and 

had acquired with this philosopher some astronomical knowledge, in addition to what he had learned 

from the HEgyptians H, amongst whom he had travelled. He returned to his own country, and was highly 

esteemed both by the chief rulers and the people, on account of his predictions of astronomical 

phenomena, and eventually persuaded the king to unite him in the government, as an organ of the 

will of the gods.  (...) This custom even continues to our time; for there is always found someone of 

this character who assists the king in his counsels, and is styled a god by the HGetæ H. The mountain 

likewise [where Zamolxis retired] is held sacred, and is thus distinguished, being named Kogæonus, 

as well as the river which flows by it; and at the time when Byrebistus, against whom divus HCæsarH 

prepared an expedition, reigned over the HGetæ H, Decæneus held that honour...” F

7   

  

 A special attention we must accord to the next excerpt regarding 

outstanding astronomical activities of Geto-Dacian monks under the teaching 

of Decaneus, alias Dicineus; the quote is from “GETICA”, written in Latin by 

bishop Jordanes in  551 AD. In that book he put the equality sign between the 

Old Geto-Dacians and the Goths of his time (after he corroborated much 

information from the manuscripts than still preserved):  
"... He taught them logic and made them skilled in reasoning beyond all other races; he 

showed them practical knowledge and so persuated them to abound in good works. By 

explaining theoretical knowledge he urged them to contemplate the progress of the twelve 

constellations and the courses of the planets passing through them, and the whole of 

astronomy. He told them how the disc of the moon waxes and wanes, and showed them how 

much the fiery globe of  the sun exceeds in size our earthly planet. He explained with which 

name or designations in the arching heavens the three hundred forty six stars hurtle from 

their rising to their setting. Think, I pray you, what pleasure it was for these brave men, 

when for a little space they had leisure from warfare, to be instructed in the teachings of 

philosophy!  You might have seen one scanning the position of the heavens and another 

investigating the nature of plants and bushes. Here stood one who studied the waxing and 

waning of the moon, while still another investigated solar eclipses and observed how those 

bodies which rush to go toward the East are whirled around and borne back to the West by 

the rotation of the heavens. When they had learned the reason, they were at rest. These and 

various other matters DECANEUS taught (them) in his wisdom and gained marvelous 

repute among them, so that he ruled not only the common men but their kings”. F

8
F   
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 The excerpts 69-71 in Heringium 

        This is for what we say: is the time when the investigation of the so called 

"spirituality of the Geto

investigative utensils are more complicated than those used by archaeology and the 

traditional historiography. The Dacians vestiges are not only some walls built in 

"murus dacicus"; not only some ceramics, or jewels, or comparable coins wi

Greek, Thracian and Roman originals, which you can take from underground and 

expose in a museum! The most puzzling issues were, and for many scholars still are 

puzzling, the Dacian sanctuaries.

considered, even by very skilled scientists 

made... sacrifices of animals

beings (that to be... in line

Asia...!?)  Of course, the very old religions used some cruel practices; but what about 

another dimensions, the mathematical 

visible only to  a researcher 

connected skills??!  Hadrian Daicoviciu.
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Heringium Edition of GETICA, printed in 1541  (Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid

This is for what we say: is the time when the investigation of the so called 

"spirituality of the Geto-Dacians" have to enter in a new era; a time when the 

investigative utensils are more complicated than those used by archaeology and the 

traditional historiography. The Dacians vestiges are not only some walls built in 

"; not only some ceramics, or jewels, or comparable coins wi

Greek, Thracian and Roman originals, which you can take from underground and 

expose in a museum! The most puzzling issues were, and for many scholars still are 

Dacian sanctuaries. A lot of time and much too simply they were 

even by very skilled scientists - just some places where the old priests 

sacrifices of animalsF

9
F, not to mention the supposed  sacrifices of human 

in line with the references made in Yucatan, in Middle East or in 

Of course, the very old religions used some cruel practices; but what about 

mathematical and astronomical, and geodetic, which become 

visible only to  a researcher who knows some Mathematics and Astronomy and other 

??!  Hadrian Daicoviciu.- this time with common sense! 

            

Spiritualitatea Geto-Dacilor, Ed. Albatros, Bucharest, 1986, p. 430 

 

 
Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid) 

This is for what we say: is the time when the investigation of the so called 

a time when the 

investigative utensils are more complicated than those used by archaeology and the 

traditional historiography. The Dacians vestiges are not only some walls built in 

"; not only some ceramics, or jewels, or comparable coins with the 

Greek, Thracian and Roman originals, which you can take from underground and 

expose in a museum! The most puzzling issues were, and for many scholars still are 

A lot of time and much too simply they were 

just some places where the old priests 

not to mention the supposed  sacrifices of human 

with the references made in Yucatan, in Middle East or in 

Of course, the very old religions used some cruel practices; but what about 

which become 

who knows some Mathematics and Astronomy and other 

this time with common sense! - had to 
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admit: "The Archaeology, a trusty guide in decoding the material culture of a people, 

cannot go over some limits when we want to understand their spiritual culture"F

10 

 We invite you to make a few steps on meeting the Dacian sanctuaries by this 

new way, which is an attribute of pluridisciplinarian research, not destined to a single 

archaeologist (stating "his kingdom over a site”?!), but to analyses of a lot of 

specialists, by different branch of instruction, equally in right to search and to have 

their opinion about the vestiges traditionally appreciated only by the archeologists. In 

this paper, just enumerating a few issues by the kind, I will mention and underline the 

riches pluridisciplinary conclusions coming to supply a new, a much more complete 

picture of the Geto-Dacian spirituality. (The readers interested for more data can find 

many details and hypothesis in the book "KOGAION. Multidisciplinary 

researches..."F

11
F).

 
 

 

 

Aerial  view of "SACRED ZONE" at Gradiste Hill (Dealul Gradiste).  

The eight Dacian sanctuaries from the Xth 
 and XIth  anthropic terraces.  Photo by Eugen Pescaru (2001) 
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Between 1960 – 2000 researchers visiting the X
th
-XI

th
 terraces of the 

archeologic site GRADISHTE HILL (DEALUL GRADISTE), from the Mountains 

of Orastie, South-West of Transylvania - Romania, (a place improperly named by 

archeologists: “Sarmizegetusa Regia”!), have concluded that the Dacian sanctuaries 

from there - like others Dacian sanctuaries explored in Romania, at Racos, Pustiosu, 
Meleia, Costesti, Fetzele Albe, Piatra Craivii, and so on - are all astronomically 

oriented. Gh.Chisu, the team Bobancu-Samoila-Poenaru, Ioan Rodean, Florin 

Stanescu, Timotei Ursu, Vasile Dragomir and others, using magnetic compasses and 

theodolits, concluded that the sanctuaries have a possible exact astronomic orientation 

and hold certain and complex scientific meanings. Almost all the researchers, 

archaeologists, architects, historians or engineers, (if they have credited or not the 

fancy hypothesis of a "Dacian Kingly Capital" hanging up on the... very top of a 

mountain ?!), almost all of them have agreed that there, at Dealul Gradiste, was an 

outstanding spiritual center, likely the legendary Kogaion(on) mentioned by Strabo!.. 

 The most puzzling sanctuaries from Gradishte Hill, the round circles from the 

XI
th
  terrace, were presumed by a few researchers to be calendars

12
; but those eight 

sanctuaries were often considered by archeologists and by a few architects to be just 

worship altars (see Hadrian Daicoviciu, op cit.); or, at the most, the… foundations of 

some sacred buildingsF. In my project, “The Geto-Dacian Numerical System”, 

(Bucharest,1983-1984, Association of Romanian Scientists), I have proposed the 

hypothesis –with some proof - that the group of the three round sanctuaries: the 

“Great Round Sanctuary” (MSR), the “Small Round Sanctuary” (mSR) and the 

“Andesite Sun” (S.A.) - work together like a... real computer (maybe in a connection 

with the others sanctuaries from the "Sacred Zone"?!); that they are depositaries of 

numerical codified mathematic means (a numerical system on the basis of mixed 

“6”,“17” and "10"); that they are depositaries of the Dacian length modulus; 

depositaries of geodetic notions and of a wonderful calendar, etc). Because of an 

archaeological risky and rough reconstruction of some parts of sanctuaries, and 

particularly because of a certain (and visible) slide of the XI-th Terrace to the slope of 

East, only recently we got the outcome of a more accurate, a pluridisciplinary  image 

about the original dimensions, diameters and position of sanctuaries; details which 

have no special meaning for an archaeologists, but are mandatory for a real scientific, 

multidisciplinary  work. 
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            The longitudinal axis of MSR (The Great Round Sanctuary), wrong reconstructed in 1980 
                 and  the correct direction of it “decoded”  in 2008.  (Aerial  picture by Timotei Ursu).
 

 The fallowing astronomical exact orientation should have not be detected 

without a reconstruction, by a multidisciplinary effort, of the true (or, at least: a

close!) innate size of the Great Round Sanctuary.  Into the computers were introduced 

statistical data collected in 1984
                   

               
  The innate form of Great Round Sanctuary (MSR), made by the computers,  (T. Ursu and O.Oprescu,
   New York,USA; 2009), presented at First edition of 
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of MSR (The Great Round Sanctuary), wrong reconstructed in 1980 
and  the correct direction of it “decoded”  in 2008.  (Aerial  picture by Timotei Ursu).

astronomical exact orientation should have not be detected 

without a reconstruction, by a multidisciplinary effort, of the true (or, at least: a

!) innate size of the Great Round Sanctuary.  Into the computers were introduced 

lected in 1984-1985 and all checked up, again, in 2006 and 2008.

 

The innate form of Great Round Sanctuary (MSR), made by the computers,  (T. Ursu and O.Oprescu,
New York,USA; 2009), presented at First edition of Arheoinvest Congress, (University of Iassy,
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of MSR (The Great Round Sanctuary), wrong reconstructed in 1980  
and  the correct direction of it “decoded”  in 2008.  (Aerial  picture by Timotei Ursu). 

astronomical exact orientation should have not be detected 

without a reconstruction, by a multidisciplinary effort, of the true (or, at least: a very 

!) innate size of the Great Round Sanctuary.  Into the computers were introduced 

1985 and all checked up, again, in 2006 and 2008. 

The innate form of Great Round Sanctuary (MSR), made by the computers,  (T. Ursu and O.Oprescu, 
(University of Iassy, 2011) 
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              In our research we’ve encoded “The Great Round Sanctuary” as “MSR” 

(from the initials of the Romanian name: Marele Sanctuar Rotund). It is a round-

construction erected (probably) between II BC and I AD, likely in successive and 

different moments.The sanctuary shows today only the relics of the last feature, that 

of a period close to Roman-Dacian last wars (101-106 AD). The sanctuary has a few 

surprising likeness with  some  round sanctuaries from North-West Europe 

(Aveburry, Stonehenge, Newgrange, in England), with “Sun Temple” from Beijing, 

with Chankillo (Peru), Arkaim (Russia) and Rujm El Hiri (Israel); and could be, 

actually, a “late echo” of a Mandala circle archetype (?!). 

 MSR had three concentric circles (A,B and C); in the middle is an Apse (a 

design similar with the sketch of Stonehenge). The circles A and B are built with 

andesite (basalt) stones; circle C and the Apse, with wooden pillars. 

 

 

The concentric rings of Great Round Sanctuary (MSR) 

 

 The outer ring (A) was erected with 104 slabs of andesite, curvy carved in 

double arch of circle, weighing like 900 kg each. The archaeologists have recuperated 

98 of them, enough  complete;  6 were replaced with concrete "replicas"). In this A 

ring all the slabs were thoroughly carved in double circle-arcs; 34 slabs still are well 

preserved and offer a good opportunity to evaluate – statistically -  the innate pattern 

of “the outer slabs”. And with those 34 slabs was possible, statistically, a 

reconstitution in 1984, of the innate dimension of the sanctuary. 
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The outer circles  A  and  B.  Perspective  view  and a vertical section. 
A sketch by architect Dinu Antonescu, (1984) 

 

         We've encoded the 104 slabs of the marginal circle (A) as “BLA” (from 

Romanian:  “BLoc din cercul A”). For the outer dimension of the slabs, the statistical 

outcome came with  an average of 0.8904 m. (+/- 0.0008 m). Because of the irregular 

ground motion in over 20 centuries and, consecutive: because the irregular distortion 

of the ring made by a little sliding of terrace to the cliff, some slabs from the NE and 

E side of MSR were crashed and pushed away 0.20-0.80 m, detaching the original 

circumference. The correct original circumference we appraised, by totalizing: 

                           104 x 0.8904... m = (some) 92.60 m. to 92.64 m. 
with a diameter of 29.475 to 29.49 m. (the dimension is close enough to the first 

appreciation of Constantin Daicoviciu, at the full digging out in 1951: "29.40 m"). 

Afterwards, by my own calculus, at result, I have proposed an outer diameter of 

29.478 m. (based on a numerical algorithm), and an outer circumference of 

92.6080848 m. with a “pattern-BLA” of 0.89012 m. (What is very important to 

underline from the start, is that those 104 slabs, and the most components of MSR, 

were not simply “pieces for a construction”. Vitruvius, the famous Roman constructor 

says in his book, “Architecture”’ (III, 5-9), that the outer side of a sanctuary has 

sacred dimensions and placements. The idea is confirmed by our 104 BLAs: their 

length, their angle to the center,  their width, their surface, all are factors with 

mathematical assignment in an outmost numerical system to which is dedicated the 

sanctuary!).  
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 The numerical structure of each circle is: 

Circle A = an uninterrupted circle line of 104 andesite slabs (with no intended 

intervals between slabs). 

 Circle B = has 180 small andesite pillars, separated with 30 larger andesite slabs, in 

30 circular groups (of 6 pillars each). 

 Circle C = has 84 pillars of wood, separated in four “quarters” by four slabs-

thresholds (the “quarters” comprise are: 19, 20, 22 and 23 pillars)F

13
F. 

 The Apse = is built with 34 pillars of wood, separated also - by thresholds – in two 

numeric groups: 13 and 21 pillars, not at all casual!).  The total number of sanctuary 

pieces is 432.  
 The most important conclusion (the first stage of pluridisciplinary study of the 

Dacian sanctuaries from Dealul Gradishte) is that those circles of MSR work together 

as a "slide rule", transforming numerical amounts from a system in another 

(sexagesimal in "Dacian" or in  decimal, or into "trigonometric system", and probably 

with an applications, also, in the astronomical research).                                         

 After a reevaluation of innate size and the oriented position (grid azimuth), the 

declination of MSR’s longitudinal axis (reported to NORTH direction and moving in 

opposite clockwise way) has an angle of -58.82352941 degrees... (-58˚, 50’ 46.1538”; 
respectively 301˚ 09’ 13,84” West). Please see I have wrote the decimal fractions 

with a lot of digits, purposely for making easier a proper verification by whoever 

want to do it. (Of course, we have to remember: the Dacians scholars did not operate 

with decimal fractions, but with mathematical ratio (ordinal fractions). We write as 

58.823529410
..., but they have used the proportion: “1000 : 17” ( or:  "10

3
 / 17") 

 In our research we have placed in parallel a numerical amount, first wrote in our 

decimal system and then in the "Dacian" one (which resulted from decoding the 

sanctuaries); and the outcome was, often, amazing!.. It is also important to take notice 

that in calculus we have not used only the “direct numerical value” but also some 

hidden numbers; for example, in numerical reckoning we did  not enter with the 

apparent number 104 (104 slabs), but with  the real number: 104.04.  Why this 

number? You'll see, next.  

 For it, will help to display one of the simply equations which we have resolved 

by taking in consideration the multifunctional value of the MSR numbers.  

            If multiplying the total positions from the Aps (34 pillars + 4 threshold-slabs = 

38) with the cube of ten  (ten "rays" of the next sanctuary, the Andesite Sun), we'll 

have:   
                                        38 x 103 = “38 000”.      
If dividing “38 000” with the apparent 104 number of the BLAs, we’ll obtain: 

                                 38 000 : 104 =  365.3846154..    
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It is a value which sugest the number of the days in one year!

index, for it, compared with the correct

 Someone should be very

“Dacian Tropic Year”!?... Not yet!  Because in almost all our calculus with the 

“Dacian numerical system” we got a much smaller difference and more exactly 

results, and because we reached the point to recognize in  t

essential factor of operations, we have used the...  “

                                38 000 : 104.04 =  

 For this value the index of approximation 

current value of the Topic Year ( 365, 242199075 days)!!  Of course, immediately 

you will ask:  “From where came  this... 

          Well, the difference of "0.04" is not the sum of supposed under

intervals between the slabs! The 

circumference of a circle with a diameter of 29.478m, with 104 circular segments 

and the perimeter of the regular polygon with 104 sides, inscribed in the circle 
(having the same diameter).

the sides of the polygon and "104.04" for the circular segments because 

trigonometricaly! - that is a very... productive proximity (between the 

"circumference" and the "perimeter"). In fact, the total difference in total

the case of the same diameter, 29,478 m 

and only 8 mm  the maximum "extention" of the circular segment toward a polygon 

side (those "marks of the polygon!).

 

                              
To be easier understandable the difference between  the 

perimeter of a polygon with the same  diameter, we can see the simply design of the polygon 
with 6 sides, in which all sides are equal to the radius.  In this case  (wi
m), the total difference in favour of  circumference is 20.1 m.  The difference will be smaller 
and smaller by increasing the number of polygon sides!
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It is a value which sugest the number of the days in one year! (The approximation 

index, for it, compared with the correct tropic year”, is... 99.96%).  

Someone should be very-very happy, confident he... discovered an impressive 

“Dacian Tropic Year”!?... Not yet!  Because in almost all our calculus with the 

“Dacian numerical system” we got a much smaller difference and more exactly 

results, and because we reached the point to recognize in  the “number of BLAs” an 

essential factor of operations, we have used the...  “104.04”: 

38 000 : 104.04 =  365.2441369..   
For this value the index of approximation is only 99,99947 % reported to the 

Topic Year ( 365, 242199075 days)!!  Of course, immediately 

From where came  this... 104.04’?! From the same Circle A?!".

Well, the difference of "0.04" is not the sum of supposed under

intervals between the slabs! The "0.04 addition" comes as a calculus 

circumference of a circle with a diameter of 29.478m, with 104 circular segments 

and the perimeter of the regular polygon with 104 sides, inscribed in the circle 
(having the same diameter).The sanctuary constructors used the "number 104" for 

the sides of the polygon and "104.04" for the circular segments because 

that is a very... productive proximity (between the 

"circumference" and the "perimeter"). In fact, the total difference in total

the case of the same diameter, 29,478 m - is a perimeter shorter with... 

the maximum "extention" of the circular segment toward a polygon 

side (those "marks of the polygon!). 

be easier understandable the difference between  the circumference of a circle 

with the same  diameter, we can see the simply design of the polygon 
with 6 sides, in which all sides are equal to the radius.  In this case  (with a certain  radius = 71 

), the total difference in favour of  circumference is 20.1 m.  The difference will be smaller 
and smaller by increasing the number of polygon sides! 
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(The approximation 

onfident he... discovered an impressive 

“Dacian Tropic Year”!?... Not yet!  Because in almost all our calculus with the 

“Dacian numerical system” we got a much smaller difference and more exactly 

he “number of BLAs” an 

reported to the 

Topic Year ( 365, 242199075 days)!!  Of course, immediately 

’?! From the same Circle A?!". 

Well, the difference of "0.04" is not the sum of supposed under-millimetre 

"0.04 addition" comes as a calculus between the 

circumference of a circle with a diameter of 29.478m, with 104 circular segments 

and the perimeter of the regular polygon with 104 sides, inscribed in the circle 
ructors used the "number 104" for 

the sides of the polygon and "104.04" for the circular segments because - 

that is a very... productive proximity (between the 

"circumference" and the "perimeter"). In fact, the total difference in total length - in 

is a perimeter shorter with... under 5 cm; 

the maximum "extention" of the circular segment toward a polygon 

 
circumference of a circle and the 

with the same  diameter, we can see the simply design of the polygon 
radius = 71 

), the total difference in favour of  circumference is 20.1 m.  The difference will be smaller 
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          MSR has an astonishing engineer

not all the elements are perfect. But the constitutive elements are 

"perfect design" proposed! With great results: for example: in their outer sides, the 

104 Blas have not only an amazing curved base, but also the marks of 

sides; and those marks are a certain proof, not so much for the skill of the Dacian 

stone masons but, first of all, for the outstanding 

knowledge of those which have designed this jewel of ancient thought: the Great 

Round Sanctuary!   

 

Can be seen the carved line which was considered (by the archaeologists)

  ...Here, in this paper I have no full play to demonstrate how we got many complex 

functions (encoded in MSR!) like the dimension of the very probably "

modulus" used by Dacians (1.734 m), an amazing 

functional mathematical constants, used for a lot and wonderful calculations in their 

numerical system;  and, for sure, the short space here is not the good place to try to 

introduce the reader in the more complicated calculus of the Dacian 

the apparent inexplicable accuracy of their 

But, to strengthen Jordanes' description of the outstanding men thought by Decaneus 

into high astronomy, let’s talk a little about the 

the orientation of a sanctuary is the true sign of use of "schrine" for the astronomic 

research!  
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MSR has an astonishing engineer-design; and in situ construction

not all the elements are perfect. But the constitutive elements are representing
"perfect design" proposed! With great results: for example: in their outer sides, the 

104 Blas have not only an amazing curved base, but also the marks of 

and those marks are a certain proof, not so much for the skill of the Dacian 

stone masons but, first of all, for the outstanding geometrical and 

of those which have designed this jewel of ancient thought: the Great 

Can be seen the carved line which was considered (by the archaeologists) 
a simply ..."ornamental design". 

...Here, in this paper I have no full play to demonstrate how we got many complex 

functions (encoded in MSR!) like the dimension of the very probably "

" used by Dacians (1.734 m), an amazing Pi constant (by 3.1416
thematical constants, used for a lot and wonderful calculations in their 

and, for sure, the short space here is not the good place to try to 

introduce the reader in the more complicated calculus of the Dacian calendar,
inexplicable accuracy of their geodedic and astronomic measurement... 

Jordanes' description of the outstanding men thought by Decaneus 

into high astronomy, let’s talk a little about the orientation of MSR. Why? Because 

the orientation of a sanctuary is the true sign of use of "schrine" for the astronomic 

 

construction, obviously, 

representing the 

"perfect design" proposed! With great results: for example: in their outer sides, the 

104 Blas have not only an amazing curved base, but also the marks of that polygon 

and those marks are a certain proof, not so much for the skill of the Dacian 

and trigonometric 

of those which have designed this jewel of ancient thought: the Great 

 

 

...Here, in this paper I have no full play to demonstrate how we got many complex 

functions (encoded in MSR!) like the dimension of the very probably "length-

3.1416 !) and other 

thematical constants, used for a lot and wonderful calculations in their 

and, for sure, the short space here is not the good place to try to 

calendar, or in 

measurement... 

Jordanes' description of the outstanding men thought by Decaneus 

. Why? Because 

the orientation of a sanctuary is the true sign of use of "schrine" for the astronomic 
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 Today, at least in the pluridisciplinary research, is not a secret that at Dealul 

Gradiste was no “fortress” and no "capital of Dacian Kings"! The real military 

fortified points are those from Blidaru, from Costesti, from Piatra Rosie, Capalna, 

Cugir and Banitza, all armed with defending walls. Dealul Gradiste has many walls, 

but usually low and protecting only against the... slopes sliding! Yes, in the western 

side of the "Sacred Zone" there were the walls 7-8 m. high; but those walls protected 

the terraces against the cliff, not against an... enemy, (you can imagine an idiot enemy, 

ready to climb - why through... there ?!! - over 300 m up-the-cliff  to... what? To a.. 

certain death?!...) 

  And "the Dacian capital", the real one, was located (and we have a lot of proof 

for it) exactly where Ptolemaios designed it on his map, at South-West from current 

town of Hateg. There the Roman invaders (and winners of two big wars against King 

Decebal) have occupied the fortified kingly town. Yes, that one was really fortified; 

but, in the same time, "up-dated" as a modern capital, at the level of start in the 

second century AD). This up-dating in Mediterranian manner (!) was done, for 

sure, with... Roman hand!. For it, Cassius Dio is very explicitly: in Dacia, before the 

wars between Decebal and Trajan, there were thousands of Roman prisoniers, many 

deserters from the Roman Empire and... a lot of  "skilled architect-masters with 

know-how of civil and military construction", year after year sent to Decebal by 

Roman emperor Domitian, as a "gift to an ally"F

14
F The Roman soldiers of Trajan got 

in and occupied that "up-dated capital" (101 AD). And after 106 AD they will settle 

comfortably in the.. throne and in the bed an in the bathrooms of Decebal King! 

Actually,  the Romans have had not reason to raise new walls, the walls were there; 

just a Roman amphitheatre; and... (you can believe it?!) – they kept even the old 

name: "COLONIA DACICA SARMIZEGETHUSA", only later adding a memorial tail: 

"Augusta Ulpia Traiana". (Even the name can tell us how the procedure had work!), 

  But in Orashtie Mountains, into secluded nest of Dealul Gradiste, there was the 

heart of Dacian creed, a hiden place for Dacian treasury, a “sacred ironsmith 

congregation” and a virtual Dacian Academia, improved probably in the time of 

Decaneus (Deceneu). We guess that the place must have been a very older spiritual 

center, maybe from the time of Zamolxis (?) and, yes, that monastic center was raised 

around of a first astronomical (old) observatory, located on the top of the hill.  
       Surrounded in three sides by more high mountains, as an astronomical 

observation, Dealul Gradiste had a single one "window", a single opening to the  

mandatory, VISIBLE HORIZON (to West, 270
0
). Maybe it was enough for a 

beginning astronomic activity? With this direction, a firmly West point (marked 

precisely by the sunset at the Vernal Equinox and the Autumnal Equinox), and 

with a very clean atmosphere around, between the mountains and forests, the old 

priests and novice astronomers took a fix, a supporting, a "reference" astronomical 

– orientation point, the West, a point to which to report every night turning of the 
                                                    
14

 Cassius Dio,  Hystoria Romana, LXVII, 7 
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firmament...  (Maybe regarding those

old Greek historian quoted by Diodor of Sicilly?!.. They say there was a large 

fraternity of old learned priests, a full town, which lead their life praising to 

Apollo as the deity, in a very special location "

"... due to the clear atmosphere of place, you can see mountains in the Moon, like 

on the Earth"?!...F

15 

 

The sunset at Vernal Equinox (21 March), seen on the “visible horizon”

          Our research have tried to prove (and still will do so!) the hypothesis that a 

new, an excellent new “astronomic observatory of Kogaion", an 

initiated, we guess, by Decaineus in the second half of I

with excellent performances, was raised on 

(at least useful in time of spring

plateau at 1632 m altitude 

horizon, on which you can hang 

 Dealul Gradiste itself is nothing else but a ridge descending from the Muncelu, a 

shoulder of Godeanu. The two location (“Sacred Zone” and the top of Godeanu), are 

connected  by a visual line of 3 kilometers,  On top o

                                                   
15

 Diodor Siculus, The Historical Library, 
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firmament...  (Maybe regarding those "Hiperboreeans" wrote Hecatheus, the very 

old Greek historian quoted by Diodor of Sicilly?!.. They say there was a large 

fraternity of old learned priests, a full town, which lead their life praising to 

Apollo as the deity, in a very special location "close to the Sky" and from where 

"... due to the clear atmosphere of place, you can see mountains in the Moon, like 

The sunset at Vernal Equinox (21 March), seen on the “visible horizon”
 from the top of Gradishte Hill. 

Our research have tried to prove (and still will do so!) the hypothesis that a 

new, an excellent new “astronomic observatory of Kogaion", an updated 

initiated, we guess, by Decaineus in the second half of I
st
 century BC), an observatory 

with excellent performances, was raised on Mount Godeanu. A very suitable place 

me of spring-summer-and-fall), because the top 

plateau at 1632 m altitude - is open almost 360 degrees around toward the 

, on which you can hang guide marks! 

Dealul Gradiste itself is nothing else but a ridge descending from the Muncelu, a 

shoulder of Godeanu. The two location (“Sacred Zone” and the top of Godeanu), are 

connected  by a visual line of 3 kilometers,  On top of Godeanu, exploring directly, 

            

The Historical Library,  II, XLVII, 1-7 

 

"Hiperboreeans" wrote Hecatheus, the very 

old Greek historian quoted by Diodor of Sicilly?!.. They say there was a large 

fraternity of old learned priests, a full town, which lead their life praising to 

" and from where 

"... due to the clear atmosphere of place, you can see mountains in the Moon, like 

 

The sunset at Vernal Equinox (21 March), seen on the “visible horizon” 

Our research have tried to prove (and still will do so!) the hypothesis that a 

updated one (and 

century BC), an observatory 

. A very suitable place 

because the top - an "aerial" 

is open almost 360 degrees around toward the visible 

Dealul Gradiste itself is nothing else but a ridge descending from the Muncelu, a 

shoulder of Godeanu. The two location (“Sacred Zone” and the top of Godeanu), are 

f Godeanu, exploring directly, 



 

 

visually, and – by satellite images 

some important traces of anthropic activity, 0.30m to 1m underground. Is there, even, 

the site of a very probable antique tower, crashed down o

tower for astronomic research

archaeologists, even repeatedly we have provided them significant spectrograms).

 
 

From the “SACRED ZONE” of Gradishte Hill to the top of Godeanu is a
(Today, because of the surrounding forest with high trees,  

From the top of Godeanu there are 10 
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 Urtim Procedure  is an original system of the author of the paper,  develloped to obta

images of the underground, in virtual archaeological  sites, sometimes till 4

procedure can identify "antropic burried traces". 

 

 

Sunrises and Sunsets at Kogaion 

by satellite images - with the URTIM procedureF

16
F, we found there 

some important traces of anthropic activity, 0.30m to 1m underground. Is there, even, 

the site of a very probable antique tower, crashed down on the slope (the presumed 

astronomic research?! The place was not searched sound, yet, by the 

archaeologists, even repeatedly we have provided them significant spectrograms).

From the “SACRED ZONE” of Gradishte Hill to the top of Godeanu is a “perfect visual line”.  
(Today, because of the surrounding forest with high trees,   

the Peak of Godeanu is no more visible). 

 

From the top of Godeanu there are 10 possible MARKED DIRECTION, 
like an "orientation map"... 

            

is an original system of the author of the paper,  develloped to obta

ground, in virtual archaeological  sites, sometimes till 4-5 meters deep, and which 

procedure can identify "antropic burried traces".  
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we found there 

some important traces of anthropic activity, 0.30m to 1m underground. Is there, even, 

n the slope (the presumed 

searched sound, yet, by the 

archaeologists, even repeatedly we have provided them significant spectrograms). 

 

“perfect visual line”.  

 

MARKED DIRECTION,  

is an original system of the author of the paper,  develloped to obtain spectral 

5 meters deep, and which 
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A lot of time perzisted the locked up "enigma of downtown Kogaion": when was 

constructed the Great Round Sanctuary? The archaeologists know very well that it was built 

on the top of another one, an older 

today,  should mean to dig again the current MSR; and it was expensive and difficulty 

"reconstituted" in 1980, for show and for visits of tourists!)

images provided by Google Earth Pro, today we know that the South

longitudinal MSR axis points very exactly to the place of 

(121.1764706 0). But, because

the nearby mountain called Shesul, taller than Dealul Gradiste w

how the constructors of MSR 

sunrise", depending on which was "oriented” MSR, but... 

                          The Great Round Sanctuary 

                                                   
17

 C. Daicoviciu and oth,  Archaeologic Report
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A lot of time perzisted the locked up "enigma of downtown Kogaion": when was 

constructed the Great Round Sanctuary? The archaeologists know very well that it was built 

on the top of another one, an older "structure"F

17
F ; (but to get in touch with that stru

today,  should mean to dig again the current MSR; and it was expensive and difficulty 

"reconstituted" in 1980, for show and for visits of tourists!). Anyway, due to the satellite 

images provided by Google Earth Pro, today we know that the South-East

points very exactly to the place of sunrise at Winter solstice

But, because the field of vision from Dealul Gradiste is totally obturated by 

the nearby mountain called Shesul, taller than Dealul Gradiste with some hundred meters, 

how the constructors of MSR should have know the perfect direction to the "winter solstice 

sunrise", depending on which was "oriented” MSR, but... unvisible from there?!

The Great Round Sanctuary cannot see the sunrise depending on which it was built!...

            

Archaeologic Report,  in SCIV, II, 1 1951, p. 117 

 

 

A lot of time perzisted the locked up "enigma of downtown Kogaion": when was 

constructed the Great Round Sanctuary? The archaeologists know very well that it was built 

; (but to get in touch with that structure, 

today,  should mean to dig again the current MSR; and it was expensive and difficulty 

Anyway, due to the satellite 

East end of the 

at Winter solstice 
the field of vision from Dealul Gradiste is totally obturated by 

ith some hundred meters, 

to the "winter solstice 

from there?! 

 

the sunrise depending on which it was built!... 



 

 

       Today, thanks to the satellite images (provided by Google Earth, Geo Eye, 

NASA and others) we have the answer: the correct direction and angular position for 

MSR construction, the orientation of it

the... top of Godeanu!  So, taking in consideration that “the new observatory” was 

considered necessary probably in the time of  Decaneaus (at the middle of the I

century BC), the new construction of “the ver

first years of the First Century AD!..

  
 

The 121.1647. degrees inclination of MSR axis,  precisely to the point of sunrise at the Winter solstice is seen 
only from the altitude of Godeanu and it was “communicate

new and powerful Dacian 

 

         A real research of the Geto

Central-European and North

of GRADISTE-HILL and Mount GODEANU, (a “historical treasure” included 

mostly theoretically in the UNESCO’S “protection”!..) is absolute mandatory. From 

three decades the Romanian authorities and Romanian Ministry of Culture argues 

with local authorities, who and how to supervise the area. But nothing significant is 

done – at a central and at t

treasure encoded in this KOGAION ! And the World knowledge is mislead (see the 

VIKIPEDIA!) with outdated and deceitful data offered by past

one, without any proof, that th

hidden into the... mountains; ( and not a real

(like the latest Lassa, Ushmal, etc.?!...)
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Today, thanks to the satellite images (provided by Google Earth, Geo Eye, 

NASA and others) we have the answer: the correct direction and angular position for 

orientation of its axis came – with remarkable accuracy 

the... top of Godeanu!  So, taking in consideration that “the new observatory” was 

considered necessary probably in the time of  Decaneaus (at the middle of the I

century BC), the new construction of “the very skilled MSR” was build  latest, in the 

first years of the First Century AD!.. 

 
The 121.1647. degrees inclination of MSR axis,  precisely to the point of sunrise at the Winter solstice is seen 
only from the altitude of Godeanu and it was “communicated” at Dealul Gradiste, very probably, from this 

new and powerful Dacian astronomic observatory!... 

A real research of the Geto-Dacian ancient level of knowledge and of a possible 

European and North-European connections with that “KOGAION”, the area 

HILL and Mount GODEANU, (a “historical treasure” included 

in the UNESCO’S “protection”!..) is absolute mandatory. From 

three decades the Romanian authorities and Romanian Ministry of Culture argues 

with local authorities, who and how to supervise the area. But nothing significant is 

at a central and at the local level - to explore and to save the huge scientific 

treasure encoded in this KOGAION ! And the World knowledge is mislead (see the 

VIKIPEDIA!) with outdated and deceitful data offered by past-historic lies (like the 

one, without any proof, that there was a... “kingly-capital” of a...tribe of Dacians

hidden into the... mountains; ( and not a real “Ancient Creed and Science Centre” 

(like the latest Lassa, Ushmal, etc.?!...) 
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Today, thanks to the satellite images (provided by Google Earth, Geo Eye, 

NASA and others) we have the answer: the correct direction and angular position for 

with remarkable accuracy - from 

the... top of Godeanu!  So, taking in consideration that “the new observatory” was 

considered necessary probably in the time of  Decaneaus (at the middle of the I
st 

y skilled MSR” was build  latest, in the 

 

The 121.1647. degrees inclination of MSR axis,  precisely to the point of sunrise at the Winter solstice is seen 
d” at Dealul Gradiste, very probably, from this 

Dacian ancient level of knowledge and of a possible 

European connections with that “KOGAION”, the area 

HILL and Mount GODEANU, (a “historical treasure” included 

in the UNESCO’S “protection”!..) is absolute mandatory. From 

three decades the Romanian authorities and Romanian Ministry of Culture argues 

with local authorities, who and how to supervise the area. But nothing significant is 

to explore and to save the huge scientific  

treasure encoded in this KOGAION ! And the World knowledge is mislead (see the 

historic lies (like the 

tribe of Dacians, 

“Ancient Creed and Science Centre” 
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 A lot of others possible deductions from a new, a very accurate (and very 

necessary) survey, are in abeyance of a real  and authorized multidisciplinary team of 

scientists, which have to work with a new generation of archaeologists, well 

organized and without preconceived ideas. The “miracles of Kogaion" are too 

astonishing, and too important in understating our past, to remain just a personal 

laboratory of some private, individual people; or, - more critical! – to the shovel 

mercy of a few old archaeologists passed beyond. which claim - inadmissibly- that 

sanctuaries of GRADISTE HILL are their “exclusive property” and they must have 

the last word on it.   For the History of Science, for the Romanian History and for 

important economic interest of Romania, “KOGAION” signifies a lot more 

than...what the shovel, the brush and the wheel-barrow can say!... 
  


